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TODAY IS APRIL THE 16TH AND AN JACK CLARK. THE INTERVIEWER OF

AX WARL. IN SAN FRANCISCO. CHARLENE NASON IS WITh NE TODAY AS THE SECOND

INTERVIEWER AND WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE MAX. COULD YOU TELL US

LITTLE BIT ABDUT YOUR BACKGROIThD

All right. Im Max Wahi. was born April 24th 1910 in

Wuppertal Barmen. in Rhine province of Germany. My parents were Ernst

E-R-N--S--T and Berta. My father was born 1873 my mother was horn 1882.

There were three sons my older brother Karl Helman and my younger

brother Hans Guldorf. Karl Helman was his birth name. In this country

he called himself Charles Wahl. My younger brother calls himself John

Wahi. Charles Wahi passed away about two and half years ago. John

Wahi. who is three years younger than am resides at the Jewish home for

the aged at Avenue in San Francisco.

am married to my wife Marian Gaholenauerbach. We were married on

November 1st 1940 in Tangier North Africa. We just had our golden

wedding anniversary.

My parents were longtime residents of Barmen and my greatgreat-grand

father founded my fathers business which was called Wahi which

meant Saul and Raphael Wahi. Those two brothers probably came originally

with the Napoleonic troops from the Alsace to the at that time small town

of Barmen and started dry-goods store. So my great-grandfather and my

grandfather and my father took the business over -- think in the beginning
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of the century. They became on the leading dry-goods stores in the

region. My father employed in 1929 between 300 and 350 employees. They

carried highclass merchandise went Paris for the high fashions.

As very young man few times was allowed to accompany him to see the

couturier houses and so on.

My mother was Naybakara from Wiesbaden. Her father also had

dry-goods store also had been in the family quite awhile. Her family

tree goes farther back than ours at least to the end of the 18th

century. That is as far as my direct background is concerned.

My parents at the time of my birth lived in rather modest home

in nice neighborhood. When the first World War broke out right across

the street munitions factory was built. So my father felt that with his

small children and also with his all right being very wellto-do

that he wanted to move. And they bought in about 1920 very large house

which had over 25 rooms three stories high where we grew up. So have

to say that was born not with silver spoon but maybe with golden

spoon.

The idea that my father hadnt prepared for the future of his family

was preposterous. Everything was fine and dandy. My father was very

prominent in all civic affairsand just now got letter from the mayor

of our hometown that they want to put pass in the park in memory of my

father. But they refuse to mention in the plaque they are going to put

there the way he died. To put that just in parentheses my parents died

in camp. They were deported in 1943 to Terezin Theresienstadt. My

father died in 43 as far as we know in Theresienstadt of pneumonia.

At that time he was 70 years old. My mother then lost her mind and was
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sent to Auschwitz and died in one of the ovens.

To come back to myself had very easy youth. went for three

years to prep school however you call that in this country before

at the age of nine and at the Rayargin Gymnasium which is like high

school and remained in school up to my sixteenth year when instead of

taking the Abituriuin decided to go into business and to prepare myself

to become successor or partner of my father.

The amount of Jewish boys in my school was very minimal. The Jewish

population of Barmen was about 700 persons of population of roughly

200000. My parents were Jewish both Jewish full Jewish but were very

liberal. My grandfather had founded or paid for the synagogue and when

was 13 was like all boysbarmitzvahed. But we were not very active

as far as Jewish life is concerned Jewish religious is concerned. My

father and probably also myself we felt German without forgetting that

we were Jews.

To come back to my own life in 1926 went to Cologne as an

apprentice in department store called Mitchell Company. In Germany

anybody has to form an apprenticeship. At Mitchell Company was

what you call an apprentice. started to sweep the floor to fill the

stockroom and was also also large department store would say

600 employees. left there end of 1928.

After that went for year as young salesman to the Kodivee

in Berlin. It was one of the largest department stores would say in

Europe. Still is today. Then in 1930 went for six months to Lyon

France to learn the silk trade. After about four months got very sick

with typhoid fever and laid in hospital for two or three months. At that

time there were no vaccines. If somebody had high fever the nuns who
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were sisters dunked you into cold tub of water. But apparently

survived laughs. And then went back to my fathers business and from

1931 on was then 21 years old started to be the young son of the

owner. First with small tasks what at the time was greeting customers

listening to complaints later on starting to do little bit buying. So

in 1931 and beginning of 32 everything looked rosy.

In 32 as we all know Hitler became more powerful became more

vociferous and my fathers business started to suffer very much. The

clientele we had catered to for decades were the rich bourgeoisie who

was there was no credit cards at that time paid monthly or bimonthly.

So one of the many suggestions of Hitler was do damage to the Jews dont

pay your bills. Now this is all in 32. In 33 the financial situation

of my fathers business became rather precariousand end of 33 he was

forced to go into not bankruptcy but what we call today Chapter or

Chapter 11 in the hope at that time there was already the movement to

Aryanize businesses. That means to find partner who was non-Jewish so

that it was no more Jewish business. Despite all efforts he was not

successful in that and the business was liquidated beginning of 34 and

had final sale in April May of 34. Can we stop for moment

As part of my story would like to mention that during this total

sale while it was not allowed any more to have Jewish employees it

was year and half after Hitler caine to power one of the conditions

which my father had made was that for this sale unemployed Jewish girls

could help as salesgirls. And as fate did give it that is is the way

mention my wife and somehow its great part of my past. We havent been --

we have been together most of the time not all of the time as will

mention to you.
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should maybe mention that during the years from 32 to beginning of

34 one other difficulty for the firm was that specially the male

employees the younger ones became violently proHitler and denounced

the customers. older former customers who frequented the stores. The

story was history of the boycott and so well known that do not want to

talk about too much. There was the first boycott day proclaimed by Hitler

on April 1st 1933 and that was first time that we brothers as well as

my father felt we were in danger and we fled for few days from the town

and went to houses of relatives in other cities. myself between

30 around 33 was naturally shunned by many of my former friends.

few times was threatened few times felt that it was dangerous to

stay at our house and spent the night at nonJewish friends. Fortunately

never suffered any harm.

In 33 34 my father naturally realized like most Jews if not all

that there was no future for his sons who were now in their early twenties

to stay in Germany. So my younger brother John went already 1933 to

Madrid Spain where brother of my father Dr. Fritz Wahl was

correspondent of one of the leading German newspapers the Frankfurter

Zeitung. And he told my father that if he would send his son that they

would try that he would find job and that he would stay with them.

In 1934 my brother who was then was born in 1917 21 years old

got an offer to purchase small business and my uncle who had part of

his money in Spain and some of friendsoffered to finance his business

under the condition that would also come to Spain and be more sensible

head of small business. My brother was very good salesman and very

poor businessman. went in July of 1934 to San Sebastian which is on

the Spanish Basque coast and with lawyers and with bankers the financial
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arrangements were made. Everybody made arrangements what to do with the

profits nobody ever made any arrangement what would happen it the business

would be lost. Now in September 1934 left for good by car and had

little DKW which is very small car to Spain. would like to inter

sperse that before had been on trips to England with friends for my father

and always to find new way to make living. There were all kinds of

schemes which never turned out. was offered at that time they still

sought in Germany the representation of all of Germany for Lyons tea

which was an international. But all these things came to nought so

ended up in 34 in Spain.

We had purchased from German manufacturer set of formulas to

manufacture shoe polish floor wax metal polish. We named the company

Products of My brother had friends with former German depart

ment store people who had opened in Spain group of stores similar to

Woolworths in the United States and they had promised us that we would

get their business to start. Nobody had thought that the climate in

Spain is different from the climate in Germany and that the formulas

which were probably good in Germany in Spain ran out of the boxes. So

it took us couple of years to reformulate things and to start the

business on an even keel.

My brother John on business trip got very sick in about April

1934 and had to go into sanitarium in the Spanish Sierra. And in

1936 June July the Spanish Civil War broke out. Due to his health

condition despite the fact that he was Jewish the German embassy

repatriated by plane my brother to Germany. signed at the German em

bassy consulatewhere we had stayed as their guests for couple of

nights that refused to go back to Germany despite the urging of the

German government. This brought me the honor few years later that
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lost my citizenship my German citizenship earlier than most Jews who

later on became noncitizens. still lost my citizen by name in the

German official publications. Nobody naturally knew that the Spanish

Civil War which started as uprising of the Germans would last four

years everybody thought it would last week or so like such revolutions

used to take.

On July 1st two weeks before the Civil War broke out had married

my wife in civil ceremony at the city hall in Madrid. When the Civil

War started maybe week after that we decided that Marian should wait

out the end of the unrest at her mothers with her mother who was Belgian

and whose husband just had passed away of natural cause of cancer in

Germany. My motherin-law was at her family in Belgium so had cash

was practically unavailable in those revolutionary days but got 25

pesetas to give to my wife and said see you in two weeks. We were

then separated for over four years. Marian couldnt stay or didnt want to

stay in Germany -- or couldnt stay in Germany and moved to France to

Paris where she hoped from week to week that the Spanish War would end

and that she would be able to join me again.

stayed in Madrid. Our small shop which was at the Avenida Frederico

235 in the suburb of Cuatro Caminos which was only interesting

because it was right not even mile located from the famous Ciudad

Universitaria where great many of the battles for Madrid were fought.

So was unable to continue to get to the location and sat in Spain

without any means without any job. was at that time 25 years old

and basically even if left Germany still felt pretty secure. And

then in 36 when the Civil War prolonged itself found myself all of

sudden without means with my last five pesetas in my pocket. was
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desperate. And was maybe mistakenly of the opinion that the Spanish

Civil Was was not our business that was civilian who started to

become civilian again in Spain. So never involved myself in the

Spanish Civil War contrary to the Abraham Lincoln Brigade to all the

other -- to the Thaelman Brigade from Germany. was just displaced

civilian without money and without knowing what to do.

One day was wandering the streets and saw man at the subway

station selling cheese sandwiches because in Madrid naturally there was

already great scarcity of food. And bought cheese sandwich and

asked him where do you get your cheese because nobody could get it. Oh
he says have family in the country and they send me every week so much

cheese and sell the sandwiches. And out of that got and idea and

told him Look you dont have to sell cheese sandwiches any more. Fm

going to buy all the cheese from you. Youre going to make more money.

And took those cheese sandwiches and sold them to the refugees women

and children who were basically as Monarchist or Falangist who had

taken refuge in the consulates and safe houses and were in need of food.

Frankly it was purely unpolitical humanitarian deal but it helped me

at least to make living.

went also these people stayed in these safe houses for years

bored stiff. Some were interested in learning German. went to the

places and gave German lessons. also helped the Red Cross in evacuations

from Madrid to the Mediterranean coast to Alicante and Valencia. There

were always convoys at night to get women and children out of the besieged

Madrid.

COULD YOU TELL ME WHO RAN THE SAFE HOUSES

Yeah. The safe houses were run by the individual consulates or

legates. As matter of fact before middle of 1937 there was an Austrian

consulate -- naturally Austria was an independent state -- and for awhile
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ran one of the safe houses as manof-all-trades running errands

driving the consul. There was always the daily fight to have shelter and

food.

WERE THESE RUN BY GENTILES OR --

All -- there were practically no Jews involved. The Austrian

consulate -- as matter of fact Dr. Brunner think was Jewish

but basically the Spain since the Inquisition had no Jewish popu

lation. The only Jews were common refugees from the Hitler countries

Austria Germany Poland. Most of them at the beginning of the Spanish

Civil War had left Madrid had gone to Barcelona which was close to the

French border. And the Jewish help organizations like hers and so on

had sent number of my Jewish friends to Argentina to Buenos Aires

where most of them remained in South America because naturally there was --

the language problem wasnt there. So while there were to my knowledge

today Jews in the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and the Thaelman Brigade there

was no Jewish community in Madrid until long after the Spanish Civil War.

Jewish friends during the Civil War dont recall yes one or two

but not anything which you would call community.

In October of 1938 was detained by the Spanish security police

because was German. mean its known by today Germany had involved

themselves very actively into the Spanish Civil War. The Legion Condor

was the German part of the Spanish army. Italy and Germany subventioned

Franco and tried to help him to win the war while the International

Brigades from France from the United States and from Russia tried to

help the legally established Spanish government.

To come very briefly back to the Civil War the idea the Spanish

monarchy in 1934 was overthrown by the Spanish workers union by the
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Social Democrats. That was republic which was not very good to the

welltodo bourgeois nor to the clergy. So in 1936 the opposition had

formed plan to overthrow the elected government and the leader of this

military government was supposed to be general who was located in

Portugal and who was supposed to fly to Madrid to take head of the govern

ment. His plane perished and the only other general who was in

non-Spanish territory was General Franco ho was commander of the Spanish

troops in Morocco who in turn had been very friendly with the Jewish

population in Morocco.

There were very large Jewish population in Spanish Morocco and also

in French Morocco and also in the at that time free city of Tangier. And

at that time the fear of many not to say all welltodo people was

that if revolution would continue that Communism would take over. So

these Spanish Moroccans basically Moroccan not Spanish Moroccan

bankers financed Franco which became the regime of Franco. As far as the

Jews are concerned Franco never forgot this. And after Franco became

victorious in 1939 and after the difficulties for the Jews in Morocco

became greater he admitted Moroccan Jews as Spanish into Spain and there

was or still is Jewish life again in Spain.

Now in this prison was incarcerated was called the Checa of San

Lorenzo it used to be convent. This was an old convent and there were

maybe 100 150 people detained not mistreated just incarcerated. Very

little food very little hygiene.

IHY WERE YOU INCARCERATED

always was incarcerated. was later incarcerated again

because really didnt have the right passport. You see was

German citizen. They didnt make any difference between Jewish or

non-Jewish was German and the Germans were on the other side. That
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was at the end of the Spanish Civil War amid the last six months so the

Republicans or like the enemies would say the Reds were desperate

and they detained as many people as they could. Neither did they like the

fact that had helped with the evacuation of women and children. was

interrogated many times but never in that sense mistreated.

In about the end of November beginning of December of 1938 they

felt that had no political or judicial value and they evacuated me as

prisoner to Valencia which is at the Mediterranean. And there was

in Spanish concentration camp which really was prisoner camp really

beautiful weather pretty liberal. People who had families mean

there were only Spaniards visited at least during once or twice week.

They could bring their families food. Everybody knew more or less that

the Franco government the Fascists had made with the help of the

Germans and Italians so much progress that the end of the republic was

at

was in that camp near Valencia until oh March of 39. Then they let

people go because one of the problems was that nobody had food. So was

in Valencia until April 1st 1939 when Franco was victorious became the

ruler of all Spain which had been divided into the Republican and

Fascistic part. was without any means when the new regime came all

your money was declared invalid1 like in so many upheavals. At the small

hotel where had stayed couldnt be guest anymore because had no

more money but they let me eat in the kitchen with the help for few

days. Then was able to get pass which have here which shows that

had the permission to go back from Valencia to Madrid where was

really officially domiciled.

Before in the last days of March before the Republican government
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collapsed my wife who was in Paris and who had good friends had tried

to get me permit to leave Valencia with the submarine to France. But

as fate sometimes works by the time the permit was telegraphed to the

French consulate in Valencia the Franco troops had already occupied

Valencia and never bew.ab.t thiuitiLlatr. Jftbepermit to go to

France would have arrived day later and would have been able with the

submarine to go to France probably would have been interned few

years later by the French then Germans and would have ended up in

the gas chambers. So fate or slowness of telegrams has occasionally

value smiles.

As said left Valencia for Madrid would say middle of April

in 1939 with the idea to rebuild or reestablish our factory because

it was the only -- my brother my younger brother who had been in the

business in the meantime had emigrated from Germany through Switzerland

to Cuba.

NOW WHAT KIND OF FACTORY IS THIS

All right. Factory who makes cleaning as Product of

mean the word factory is definitely one of the exaggerations of my

mean was the owner was the chemist and my brother

was the salesman and we had two employees. It was not General Motors.

But dont forget that that was already 1939 after the Kristallnacht in

Germany it was all we had. There was the hope to reestablish

livelihood. So from May of 1939 on tried to reestablish my business

and to bring normal order to my life.

We had not figured -- nobody knew that Franco had won his victory

with the help of the Germans and part of the occupation of Spain was the

Legion Condor which was the German expedionary troop which also had
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through the naturally known Gestapo police powers. Naturally there

caine an edict that in order to have residents permit what we would

call here green card you had to have the guarantee of your consulate

but as Jew couldnt have that. So while spent much time procuring

letters from people whom had helped humanitarianwise during the war

what good person was and so on the Spanish government wasnt very

interested in that. They wanted that procure they call it an

avowal of the German consulate that was decent citizen. That for

Jews wasnt possible.

In October of 39 was detained this time not by the Red government

but by the Fascistic government. This time was detained because

didnt have permit to stay what we call here green card. Spain

Franco Spain being legal government had also habeas corpus. That

means you could not be imprisoned for longer that 30 days without getting

before judge. But there was no ordinance which didnt say that after

30 days they couldnt release you and at the same time detain you again.

So was in the Spanish prison or the Madrid prison of Yserias from

October 39 to practically June 1940.

THIS WAS RELEASE

was released every month. never got out of prison there

were no cells. Yserias was former large hospital. There were

thousands of prisoners.

FOOD AVAILABLE CONDITIONS

Lousy laughs. Food yes. mean watery soup. No tremendous

overcrowding.

WERE YOU ABLE TO BUY BLACK MARKET OUTSIDE

No but people from the outside if you had somebody were able to
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bring food in. There were also prison guards who were bribed but

inasmuch as had nobody you see my wife was in Paris. That is 500

miles. But had some friends who brought me food occasionally.

Occasionally one of the funny sides was that when you came to prison

whatever money you had was taken away from you but kept for you in an open

account so you could use your money. And knowing that and knowing

beforehand that would be the police had told me weeks days ago

We have to detain you because you dont have the calenzer took

practically all the money had which wasnt very much so had money

while was in prison. could buy glass of beer occasionally. But

dont forget that at that time the Spanish population was suffering hunger

even the nonprison population great hunger. There were rationing cards

which naturally didnt have.

have to go back little bit. Since was out free in May 39

we had tried my wife and and say we to get together again.

The city hall where we got married was bombed out there were no docu

ments that we were married. was prisoner. My wife traveled still on

her maiden passport. So we tried with the help of friends and maybe one

day she tells her own story in France to get permit to exit France

which meantime was involved with Germany so as German it was very

difficult for her to get out of France into European country. But she

succeeded and came to Madrid under her maiden name as my fiancee we

would say and hired lawyer. She came about April 1940 few days

before my birthday which is April 24th.

She was an attractive young woman and she was able to convince the

director of prisoners to let her visit me and give me kiss so goes

off bars too. Anyhow through lawyer and friends she was able to move
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more or less freely. She was under surveillance by the Gestapo and she

knew that. She was able to get me out of prison in Nay of 1940. Let me

also mention that the Catholic priest came to my wife and told her My

daughter we know the trouble you are in. If you want to convert to

Catholicism everything will be straightened out. You can stay in Spain

and you can leave your business and you can become Spanish citizen.

My wife told him We have gotten into this as Jew and we will get out

of this as Jew. If you want to convert this is another story

This is just highlight.

In middle of May of 1940 was transferred from call it general

prison in Yserias -- to the prison in city hall in Madrid. In their

stables they usually had the horses they had the political prisoners

there and stayed there until about couple of weeks until my wife had

been able to arrange my expulsion papers. The trouble was that was

expulsed but we were not married anymore. So when left the police

prison with two police detectives to go to the railroad station to be

expulsed out of Spain in Sevilla my wife didnt have travel permit yet.

But in the very last hour we were able to leave together on the train from

Madrid to Sevilla after we first invited few friends we still had at

an elegant hotel. There were always two policemen at my side. As favor

would say they had an understanding for our situation. While we were

traveling first class by train from Madrid to Sevilla they left us alone

and stayed only outside the compartment.

We then in Sevilla boarded an airplane and flew to Tetuan Morocco

which is just across the Strait of Gibraltar and the two policemen

stayed on the car and made sure that we didnt deboard again. We arrived

in Tetuan beginning of June of 1940 and Tetuan was Spanish Morocco so
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we were still halfways under Spanish jurisdiction. We were supposed

to leave the next or we left the next day by bus for about oh 20

miles to the border of Tangier. Tangier at that time since 1917 the

famous Treaty of Algeciras was free city which every so many years

was policed by different power of the Treaty of Algeciras which was

at that time the French.

Now when we came to the border of Tangier which was right in the

no-mans land that border they saidIm sorry. You are Germans. Here

we are involved with you you cant get into Tangier. We had an Austrian

friend of ours with us who had been in prison with me and he was not

involved Austria was not involved with France. He could pass and our

suitcases passed but we didnt. We stayed for five six hours in the

African sun in that hut. We couldnt go back because was expulsed

and we couldnt go in because they wouldnt let us in. speak fluently

Spanish and we both speak fairly good French. My wife speaks fluently

French finally got to convince the police border guards that they couldnt

leave us just in nomans land forever. So there was phone call then

they sent us back on the bus back to Tetuan.

When we came back to Tetuan there was Moroccan soldier with big

big gun on his shoulder and he says have to detain you and have to

bring you to the chief of police. Now we had been all day practically

without food and drink so said Look we are hungry so cant we go

here to cafe and have coffee And you can have coffee too.

No he says dont come in with you. dont want to embarrass you.

wait for you. At that time moment after my unsavory experience with

prisons said to my wife We dont want to be separated. If they

separate us the first thing we do is we call the rabbi. Can you

interrupt for moment
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After that coffee we went back to our soldier and said Lets take

taxi. He says Why do you want to take taxi We can take bus.

Im going to stay at the back of the bus. Youre not going to escape.

You dont have to spend money for taxi. So we went with the bus to the

chief of police Mr.Buendia. We walked in there and the first thing

he did1 he said to the gendarme dont need you anymore and he made us

sit down and we told him our story.

To make it short he went to the phone and called the second in

charge Mr. Bendian of the Jewish community. And he says Mr. Bendian

have two very good friends of mine here. They have problems and you

are going to help them. Im going to send them to hotel and tomorrow

morning theyre going to come to you. Im sure that you dont agree with

everything the Spanish authority did and yet youre going to help them.

Mr. Bendian came and the Jewish community of Tetuan took care of us.

We stayed at very nice hotel and our problem was that it was

illegal to transfer money out of Spain into Tangier so we had hidden our

money in the lining of the suitcases. Our money was in Tangier and we

were in Tetuan. We were to degree relying on the Jewish community. My

wife had sold the business in Madrid and the lawyer was supposed to send

the money to us at that time $15000 50000 pesetas. Hes still

sending it.

So after week or so in the meantime we had been several times to

the chief of police always was very friendly. Then he says Why dont

you take the bus tomorrow and try again. think that now you wont have

any problems. The French government had at that time

changed capitulated to the Germans so the chief of police thought that we

could get into Tangier. Anyhow to make it short we were refused for the

second time and came back to Tetuan again to the chief of police. And
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said Look have no more money. Oh he said heres some money.

Took couple of hundred pesetas out of his pocket and said You just

stay where you are. We will see.

Then about week later he found us and said Tomorrow morning at

six oclock you take the first bus. There will be change. The

protectorate of France over Tangier will be taken over by the Spaniards

and with my pass the Spaniards will let you in. So we arrived on about

the 2nd of July in Tangier. We lived in furnished room at small

hotel. We had some money because the suitcases were there. We didnt

have much money but we had enough money that we didnt have to apply

for how you call it public assistance for any committees. tried

right away to find some way of making some money and so did my wife.

We were maybe week in Tangier when this policeman of the Tangier

police came and told us to come within couple of hours to the chief of

police. And he says You came on the 2nd of July. On the 1st of July

when the Spaniards took over there has been new ordinance that

foreigners who have no visible means have to deposit each believe

it was 10000 pesetas. Otherwise will have to expulse you again to

Spain. You cannot stay. Needless to say that we were after all these

tribulations rather desperate.

friend of ours leading Jewish European with the famous name of

Karl Marx which has no direct connection with the famous Karl Marx but

his name was Karl Marx told us we should try Marian should try to

go to one of the Jewish bankers which mentioned before Mr. Bendrou

and see if he would loan this money to us as security deposit. Well

this is basically my story still want to tell it. My wife who was

always pretty brave went to Mr. Bendrou and said Mr. Bendrou we

need this money not for us but for the government as deposit so that
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we can stay. And she told the story and they found out that Mr.

Bendrou and friend of my mother-in-law had done business together

in the grain business. He was very much gentleman and he says Im

sorry. am not loaning money to anbody but dont you worry. Why dont

go home Everything will smooth down.

We were rather desperate. We still had four days to go and the

next morning the famous policeman came again and said You should come

to the chief of police. We went to the chief of police and we thought he

would tell us he has to expulse us. The chief of police was military

colonel. Don Basilios Hines de Baranda and he says My God What

have you done You have gone to the king of the Jews never would

have expulsed you. made mistake. You didnt come off the 2nd of

July. You came already on the 28th of June so this new edict is not

valid for you. The governor called me last night and he told me that

had made mistake. So you just go home. And that was the end of

that.

Then was able to find job in restaurant in Tangier. Marian

was able -- because she speaks fluently French her mother was Belgian --

to find job with the only newspaper. There was no telegraph open

it was the war that was 1940 so in the evening she took the French

newscast of the radio and that was used in the newspaper. In the mean

time had found better job and my boss which was an Italian noble

man Count de Italia said one day to me Look your wife is

working. In Morocco wife only can do three things She can be

governant or she can be servant or she can be streetwalker. But

the manager of my restaurant the wife of the manager of my restaurant

cannot work. said But we need the money. He says realize that.
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Whatever she makes will add to your salary but your wife is not

allowed to work

We lived in Tangier very modestly. We had three-room apartment.

Modern. We subleased two of them so that left us with one room. In

November of 1940 there was political military situation that Rommel

was about to overrun all of Morocco. There was danger that the Germans

would also overrun Tangier. We had lived officially in sin because we

didnt tell anybody that we were married because for Spain she couldnt

have been together with me. So we decided we get married. We got

married for the second time on November the 1st 1940 under Sephardic

rights in Tangier. While we were not are not religious you had to

marry either before your consulate which we couldnt or before the rabbi

who also was the justice of the peace. So out of sentimental reasons we

consider that our real anniversary.

In about July of 1940 was walking in the street and gentleman

approached me and says You are Mr. Wahl said yes. He said am

Mr. Skire. am the American consul. want you to come tomorrow

morning to my office. It was 43. My figures get little bit we

were four years in Tangier. It was July of 43 when the consul told us

that we should come to his office. When we came there he says have

your American visas.

had become in the meantime manager of very elegant restaurant.

We did very poorly as far as monetary is concerned because the people

knew that we had no other place to go so they paid us accordingly.

worked from at six in the morning took little Arab boy and we went

to bakery which did French bread and we brought to all the small

grocery stores they are called bakards their order of French bread.
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Then at nine otciock went to the restaurant and was manager of the

restaurant till to 330 in the afternoon then went home and slept

for an hour then went again at six and collected what the bread had

delivered in the morning then went back at eight and was manager of

the restaurant till 12 1230 then my wife usually picked me up and

then we sat in the outdoor cafe for another hour with our friends.

To make it short we got our American visa. We had to get it

was still World War II we had to get navy cert which is per

mit from the English to travel so that if our ship was boarded by the

English that we werent detained as Germans. Into our passport they

put little label oh about as big as the nail on my thumb made

little sign on there so if the British would have stopped that Portuguese

neutral vessel they would have known that we had navy cert. We also

didnt have passport. We couldnt travel on our German passport so

the sultan of Morocco issued us Moroccan passport as stateless. It

naturally sounds shorter now than it was at that time. We then also

got permit to fly from Tangier to Portugal because there are -- and

airplanes didnt exist to cross the Atlantic and besides there was

war going on. So we had to board Portuguese vessel.

So when we came to Portugal we again had to go through various

interrogations by the Portuguese police. And we were penniless at that

time practically for almost four weeks guests of the Portugueseborn

Jewish community. We stayed four weeks in Lisbon. Instead of waiting

and hoping we saw the sights.

In November of 1943 we embarked on the Salpapinto Spanish

Portuguese freighter and landed in Philadelphia. We moved to New York.

My mother-in-law and my wifes sister who in the meantime had passed
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away lived in New York. My mother-in-law was Belgian and she had by

birth no problem to emigrate to the United States so we moved to New

York. First thing had to do was to go to the draft and register for

the draft but was at that time called limited service and decided

that had seen enough of war and that rather would go into war work

which at that time you had the choice.

went to the Jewish employment agency. The hers had helped us

Hiers had paid our trip which in the meantime we have paid back.

said need war job. The only thing care for has to be so essential

that dont have to go into army anymore. So found job with an

instrumentation firm whose manager was from Germany. Somehow that

decided our future. stayed in New York for this firm for couple of

years. In 1945 the boss called me in and says We need urgently some

body in San Francisco. You dont have the knowledge but the people who

have the knowledge dont want to go. You have to decide by the day after

tomorrow if you want to go or not. We pay all your expenses. said

cant even travel because Germans are not allowed under wartime rules

to travel. He says Im going to talk to my lawyer. And still

have not with me the telegram from the Attorney General of the

United States that can travel by plane with my wife to San Francisco.

That was in 45. Since 1945 we live in San Francisco. have

remained in the instrumentation business. The firm worked for right

after the war went into bankruptcy then worked for local firms. The

last 25 years until beginning of this year we were in business of our own.

My wife was the owner and worked for her. We specialize in antique

English barometers. We have been the largest dealers in the United States

but by now as you might realize will be 81 next month -- next week.
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We have decided to retire.

My brother Charles left Germany even earlier than we did. He left

Germany in 1933. He had been connected as business student with one

of the universities in Berlin and on April 1st 1939 when the boycotts

came he decided to leave Germany went no. Im wrong. 1933 he

went to Denmark and from Denmark to Paris where he became employed by

large group of international department stores worldwide. He was very

well-todo had working permit. In the meantime he had also acquired

his student love German nonJewish girl who came in 36 followed him

and they were married until he died.

But what wanted to tell is this While in Paris my brother

collected all or most of all of the letters we had received from my

parents who had stayed in Germany from his brother Max and wife and

from my brother John who was with the army -- who was one of the first

soldiers to help liberate the camps. collection of roughly to 600

letters. There is in our hometown man nonJewish born after the war

by the name of Furzer. Mr. Furzer has made it -- hes historian

has made it as his goal to follow the fate of the Jews of Wuppertal.

helped Mr. Furzer contacting people watching for him because felt

not knowing at that time about even the endeavor of this organization

that it was one of the few things you could do as memorial for our

parents.

When my brother passed away four years ago and came to his memorial

in Rochester my brother converted to Unitarianism one of the first

things my sisterinlaw did she gave me folder with those 600 letters

and said Since these are Jewish letters dont want to have any part

of it. Mr. Furzer who became friend of ours came maybe two and
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half years ago to San Francisco and we talked about the letters.

And must admit that have never read all 600 of them. And these

letters he asked me to entrust the letters to him that he would send

them back to me. Some year year and half ago book came out in

Germany with the title which means Under the

Swastika and the Hail of Bombs. This book was written by German

about the fate of our hometown under that time. And in this book which

is about maybe 100 150 pages Mr. Furzer wrote an essay dedicated to

Marian and myself and excerpted about 15 or 20 of those letters. While

we dont like to propagate books with Swastikas on the cover had this

thing retyped and excerpted unfortunately it is in German. have an

English version which cousin of mine translated but the English is

goodwill not readable.

The letters now through all right so friends are friends. The

director of the Leo Beck Museum heard about those letters and he was

two months ago in San Francisco. He induced me to give the full collection

to the Leo Beck Museum. have photocopy of it but that is where the

letters are now which definitely in my opinion while most of the

things are personal they show the emotions of my parents. They show

also many of the things told you during the last hour which we wrote

to my brother or Marian wrote and its part of our story. And we are

glad that the originals are in the Leo Beck Museum which you probably

know specializes in collecting the history and culture of the Western

Jews contrary not against contrary to the Polish and Russian Jews but

specializes in German and Austrian Jews. Go ahead.

WOULD LIKE TO GO BACK AND WHEN YOU WERE IN PREP SCHOOL AT

AGE NINE TO SIXTEEN --

Go ahead yeah. Okay.
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YOU SAID THERE WERE MINIMAL JEWS IN SCHOOL SO WERE MOST OF

YOUR FRIENDS GENTILE OR DID YOU RUN IN WHAT WOULD CALL CLIQUE

No. would say that the relatively few that didnt run

in clique. The boys was in class with were non-Jewish. The family

friends the friends of my parents who had children our age with whom

we frequented or whatever you want to say were Jewish. But there

was not too much of social like tried to convey without false

pride because of 60 years ago in Germany there was and is great

social snobbism.

UNDERSTAND.

You have that still today.

RIGHT. SO THAT WHEN YOUR PARENTS MOVED INTO THE LARGER HOME

DID YOU HAVE SERVANTS

Oh yes.

AND WERE THEY NON-JEWISH

Oh yes.

THEY WERE NON-JEWISH

Non-Jewish.

AT ANY TIME --DID YOU FIND LATER WHEN YOU WERE AROUND 21 --

WERE SOME OF THESE SERVANTS STILL WITH YOU

Yes.

DID YOU FIND ANY ANTAGONISM TOWARDS YOU OR --

Now let me answer this briefly. mentioned in the beginning

that the male employees partly became Nazis. Many of the female employees

the salesladies who were numerous were not only loyal to the end but

up to year ago that means in 1989 despite the fact that the

business of my father had been closed in 34 which is 15 years ago the

former employees met once year in November. When Marian went for the

first time to our hometown again which was in 60 or 61 there were
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forty of the former employees who came to honor us. And the few times

we have been back three or four times naturally the fortyyearold

girls by now have died off but even this year still have letters from

fornier employees.

There were also to go back to the friends there were Gentile

friends who have remained friends till today lifelong friends who were

friends where the parents were the friends of my parents where the

children or childrens children are friends of ours now. Does that

answer your question

YES. AND THEN IN SEPTEMBER OF 34 YOU HAD AN AUTOMOBILE AND

YOU SEEMED TO BE ABLE TO TRAVEL VERY FREELY. WAS THERE NO RESTRICTIONS

THAT YOU COULD PASS FROM BORDER BECAUSE YOU WERE GOING TO FRANCE --

No. There was you mean because of being Jewish

YES.

At that very early time of the Hitler regime there was

monetary restriction. That means when left Germany in September of

34 if remember right was allowed to take 50 marks with me know

that when Narian left year later or so she was allowed to take 10 marks

with you. But at that time if you had German passport you could

travel. do not recall if Spain required visa for everybody or for

every German. There was no Jewish restrictions.

IN OTHER WORDS YOU NEVER OWNED PASSPORT THAT DESIGNATED YOU

AS JEW

didnt. My wife did.

YOUR WIFE DID

Yes.

AND HOW DID YOUR WIFE SURVIVE
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To wife You didnt either

NARIAN No. went to the consulate and they wanted to

Jew. And said No. Marian auerbach. said Thats not my

middle name. say Marian Moore and if you dont wantit have

policeman downstairs waiting to get me out. took policeman around

and they gave me passport of Marian Auerbach. Never Jew or nothing.

They were afraid they would get into trouble with the French police.

MAX See had German passport and later on had none. Then

had stateless paper from the Spaniards to get into Tangier then we

had our Moroccan passport which was only good to travel from Tangier to

the United States as stateless.

DID YOU HAVE ANY CONNIJNICATION WITH YOUR PARENTS WHEN THEY WERE

INCARCERATED -- BY THEN BEING ABLE TO SEND OFF MESSAGES TO YOU

No yes. think we had -- its not easy to be married.

Laughs You see my father had -- all right there were seven brothers

and sisters but he had two brothers besides the other brother that

mentioned before who was in Spain. He had two brothers in our hometown

who married Gentile women who all through the war and situations were

never bothered. Neither were the husbands. They survived the war in

bad conditions but they survived and died after the war of old age so

that was one of the communications which were possible.

There was also the possibility that we could send besides we had

this famous uncle from Spain who during the Civil War moved to

Switzerland became resident of Switzerland. He was journalist and

writer he was one of the friends of the famous Thomas Mann. So that

was another communication which we had. But we could send and we still

did send even from Portugal packages to Terezin and there are among
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my papers one or two postal receipts that my parents had received

certified packages or something of that sort.

AND YOU WERE ABLE TO KEEP IN CONTACT WITH YOUR WIFE WHILE SHE

WAS IN PARIS AND WERE YOU ABLE TO EXCHANGE FUNDS OR MONIES OR -- HOW

DID SHE SURVIVE WHILE SHE WAS IN PARIS

Money didnt have any. And as far as communications yes.

acquired girlfriend who was secretary of the French consul.

Tape II

As far as communications yes we were able to. We were fortunately

able to even when was incarcerated by the Fascist government not

when was incarcerated by the Republic but when was incarcerated by

fascist Franco government there was no restrictions and was able to

write not every day but also receive mail.

As far as funds is concerned had none. Besides the Spanish

peseta had absolutely no value -- none whatsoever. When sent Marian

or when she left Madrid to join her mother in France she couldnt go

directly from Madrid to Paris. They had to go via Barcelona and she

had absolutely no money because the Spanish money nobody wanted. The

conductor of the train befriended her and took her to his house and gave

her food. Many in Paris helped her for the money to get in touch with

my brother.

The four years that Narian had been in France were very hard years

for her financially because she had no green card no working permit.

And she had to move couple of times because the police wanted to

expulse her on these things. She worked at all kinds of trades as

secretary sewing on buttons.

WAS TIER MOTHER ABLE TO WORK
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No no. Her mother was not with her her mother emigrated

wont say right away emigrated with her younger sister who in the

meantime has passed away to New York because she had no problem. As

Belgian she could get visa.

Her brother Edgar Auerbach had an affidavit from some relatives

in the United States but he fell in love with Jewish woman Ruth

Kuggerman and got married. And the American second or third generation

family withdrew the affidavit because they said He didnt have to marry.

We dont want to support two people. He then was sent from our hometown

to an industrial town called Bielefeld as an industrial worker and later

on was sent to the ghetto in Warsaw. And the last we have heard from him

because he could write to the neutral country was If you dont hear

from me within the next weeks things are going to happen here. And no

trace ever has been about him but the assumption is that he died at the

Warsaw uprising while she apparently shortly before was deported from

Warsaw someplace in Russia as whore. We have never been able to get

trace of neither of them.

WHEN YOU WERE INCARCERATED WHAT TYPE OF PRISONERS WERE WITH

YOU IN PRISON WERE THEY ALL PEOPLE WITHOUT COUNTRIES OR WERE THEY

CRIMINALS OR --

No no no. This is wrong impression. The first time when

was incarcerated all people in this Checa convent were political

prisoners without any criminal records. Mostly not all of them noble

men partisans of the Fascist regime. have bunch of papers Im going

to bring you show you later on if you want to certification of one

of the heads of the Spanish Fascist party what good companion and

friend had been in prison to him. In the second prison there were all
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antiFascist political prisoners not necessarily all without

criminal past. We were in large rooms on mattresses two people to

mattress. One of the men got friendly with who was at that time maybe

50 already had death sentence because he killed somebody 30 years ago.

And on the other hand there were architects and there were interior

decorators and there were all kinds of people practically all Spaniards

no foreigners. was together with two friends European friends who

both of them later on also came to Tangier. One was merchant from

Hamburg the other one son of rabbi from Romania an Austrian from

whom the little know about religion learned from him.

AND YOU MENTIONED ABOUT SUBMARINE THAT YOU WERE GOING TO

TRY TO GET ON TO GO TO FRANCE AND YOUR WIFE MADE THE ARRANGEMENTS FIRST.

HOW WAS SHE ABLE TO DO THIS AND WAS IT COSTLY OR WAS IT ILLEGAL

To your first question costly. Neither my wife nor had any

money. But my wife having been for four years in France and having been

very and still is active and determined woman was able to con

vince the French officials that if would fall into the hands of the

Germans would be in danger. You see Valencia was one of the last ports

the Republic Spain still had so the French evacuated all their French

citizens and Marian was able to convince them that would be evacuated

with them. But to my knowledge there was no money involved.

NARIAN No money. Nothing.

MAX Okay. Dont talk.

NARIAN First of all didnt do anything. just talked. And

then another time

MAX Ssh. The tape is on. Laughs

AND THEN WONDERING -- INTERVIEWED SOMEONE ELSE ABOUT THE
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OTHER DAY ABOUT THE FORMULAS. NOW DID YOU HAVE THESES FORMULAS IN

YOUR MIND OR DID YOU HAVE THEM WRITTEN DOWN

No no no. There was man in Germany man called

Sweters also Jewish man who had small business in Berlin

manufacturing these cleaning -- shoe cream and so on and so forth.

And the man who had the at that time Woolworth store in Madrid had

bought those things from this man before and between the two of us they

sold us formulas. As matter of fact was for four weeks or some

thing like that in his factory to learn it. That the formulas which

were written down mean as matter of fact may still have them

werent suitable for the raw materials and the climate in Spain if they

it or didnt know but we lost the money.

COULD YOU GO INTO DETAIL ABOUT YOUR AUSTRALIAN FRIEND THAT

WENT TO SPAIN

No Austrian.

AUSTRIAN IM SORRY -- FRIEND THAT WENT WITH YOU FROM SPAIN TO

MOROCCO IN 1940 WAS HE COLLEAGUE OR WAS HE FELLOW --

would say he was no colleague. His wife -- think knew him

in Spain. His wife was Spanish very left-political minded. He had

emigrated from Austria think over France to Spain and had met her

and they were married. His wife was naturally Spanish citizen was

sentenced to long prison term. think she was in prison for seven

eight nine years. Only joined him in Tangier maybe just before we left.

He was just refugee and mean friend if you want but there was no

connection in that sense except that we spent number of months on the

same mattress.

WAS HE JEWISH

Oh yeah. He was the son of rabbi in think Romania.
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WERE YOU ABLE TO OPEN ANY DOORS FOR HIM OR WAS HE ABLE TO OPEN

ANY DOORS FOR YOU

Yes. think that we -- Marian not -- was in prison and

Narian was able -- he had less money than we had but Marian was able

with her chutzpah -- hope somebody will understand that word. He was

able to travel with us and he stayed in Tangier and emigrated later to

Israel.

HAVE YOU BEEN IN CONTACT WITH HIM

No no. Not any more. mean eight years ago.

BASICALLY THAT IS ALL THAT HAVE TO QUESTION YOU BUT IM SURE

THAT THE SECOND INTERVIEWER WOULD HAVE FEW QUESTIONS THAT SHE WOULD

LIKE TO PUT TO YOU IF YOU DONT MIND ANSWERING THEM.

Go ahead.

WAS JUST WONDERING -- WHAT WAS THE LIFESTYLE OF YOUR PARENTS

AND WHAT DID THEY DO TIWOUGH THE PERIODS OF 1934 T1OUGH 1940 DID THE

CORRESPONDENCE THAT YOU RECEIVED INDICATE

Yes. My parents from 34 on naturally didnt have any means

anymore. They were deported in 43. The large house had mentioned

before had been subdivided believe in four apartments. One of them

the smallest one they kept. My father gave English lessons. They lived

very restricted very life.

As matter of fact there have been people who claim to have helped

them with food. woman just popped up the other day who claimed that

as little girl she remembers that her mother brought food to my parents

Gentile. She claims to have Seder plate which has belonged to my

parents. It seems to be partly very nice people that came here the

other day. Still we could not establish if it were my parents after 50
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years or if they helped somebody else. There definitely have been

Gentiles who helped. My parents-inlaw both Gentile women helped too.

have cousin still today in Germany who lived all through Hitler and

the war under assumed name in Germany. Was girlfriend of high Nazi

official she was young woman. Lives today came to America didnt

like it in America went back to Germany lives today very respectable

life with her second husband and her grandchildren in Germany. Does

that answer your question

UH-HUH. NY OTHER QUESTION -- WAS CURIOUS WHAT WAS IT LIKE

BEING IN COMMUNITY IN MOROCCO HOW WERE THEIR TRADITIONS DIFFERENT

DID YOU MINGLE

Lets put it this way. Being married Sephardic by Sephardic

rabbi there were no other ones the Sephardic Jews in Tangier

recognized that we were Jews but we were not real Jews. When we got

married those two friends from prison from Austria and from Hamburg

were supposed to be our witnesses. When we came to shul the rabbi says

No. These are not Jews these are Germans of Jewish faith. We cant

take them as witnesses. He went out and took two mule drivers from the

street and they were our witnesses.

The night before we got married or two nights before my wife had

to go to the rnikveh which was something pretty unknown and then when

she had taken -- you know the woman takes it without any bobby pins no

nothing the mikveh attendant woman said Why dont you write on

piece of paper or on an envelope that you have been here because we

cannot read or write. So Narian wrote that. When we came to the

temple to be married she showed that to the rabbi. He says Oh

asked already the women. didnt trust you.
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We did not mingle no. We did not mingle. We had naturally Jewish

friends but basically the European Jewish refugee community lived

separately as far as social is concerned. There was no animosity and

the Jewish community at that time sustained or helped all needy Jews.

There was also community house where they could live but as said

we have been fortunate that weve had enough work to live that we didnt

have to avail ourselves of that.

JUST LITTLE BIT MORE ABOUT THE MOROCCAN JEWS. NOW THEY

WERE SEPHARDIC BUT THERE WAS STRONG FRENCH INFLUENCE. WERE THEY

SIMILAR TO THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY JEWS OR ALSO VERY DIFFERENT

Would you mind to repeat that

IM WONDERING IF THE JEWS OF MOROCCO BECAUSE OF TIlE FRENCH INFLUENCE

IF THEY WERE MORE SIMILAR TO THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY OF JEWS THAT WERE

REFUGEES.

No dont think so. You see the Moroccan Jews were generally

like the Moroccan non-Jews. An Arab if he traveled and had to find

place to stay would rather have stayed in kosher Jewish house than

in Gentile house. And the Jews and Moroccans and Christians in Tangier

lived completely peaceful. There was no race problem until the race

problem was created through the creation of Israel that the Jews had

homeland before there were Jews and then many of them Moroccan Jews

or great number went to Spain because originally they were Sephardic

from the Mediterranean. Does that answer the question more or less

YES.

JACK THINK THAT WRAPS IT UP.

JOHN HAVE COUPLE OF QUESTIONS JACK.

JACK CERTAINLY.
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LET NE ASK TWO QUESTIONS. DURING THE PERIOD OF TINE THAT YOU

WERE IN THE PRISON IN VALENCIA COULD YOU TELL US WHAT TYPICAL DAY WAS

LIKE DURING INTERNNENT PERIOD -- WHEN YOU STARTED IN THE MORNING ALL THE

WAY THROUGH TO NIGHT AND WHAT HAPPENED AND WHAT THE DAflYROUTINE WAS LIKE

Im afraid cant.

NO

Lets put it this way. This prison was more like concentration

camp. It was very liberal. You didnt do nothing there were no

activities. You talked you ate whatever you could. Now that sustained

myself and thought it was great delicacy was so hungry most

people were not really from the region. When they got oranges which was

one of the main staples from their families used to beg for the peels

and used to eat the peels. Not everybody shared everything with everybody.

But do not recall that mean you have to forgive me. Its 50 years

ago roughly and many things after we have -- admit that -- many

things in my mind are not that detailed anymore. Like with many people

who have lived through difficult times you remember the good sides but

not the bad otherwise Im told no one would have children.

What was your other question

OKAY. YOU MENTIONED THE TIME IN WHICH YOU WERE -- IT WAS

SUGGESTED TO YOU BY SOMEONE THAT YOU MIGHT CONVERT TO CATHOLICISM AS

WAY --

It was Marian.

OH. THAT WASNT YOU

No.

THAT WAS YOUR WIFE

Yes.
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WAS GOING TO ASK FOR MORE DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THAT.

No no. have friends or had one friend lets put it this

way who during the Spanish Civil War found Spanish girlfriend whom he

married and he converted to Catholicism and stayed in Spain. As

matter of fact we visited him in 1961 believe and we made our first

sentimental journey and while at that time was only 20 years ago he

refused to recognize that we ever had been friends. We had been business

friends and all this. So mean everybody has his own fate. Any other

questions

THATS IT FOR ME.

Okay. would like to thank all of you very much for your

patience and for your understanding. Thank you very much.

JACK ITS BEEN OUR PLEASURE.

JOHN THANK YOU.

Thank you.

CHARLENE THANK YOU.


